
 

 

Choose One, two or all three courses and save $$. 

1. Day 1: Forensic Statement Analysis is a tool that is highly effective in the detection of deception hidden in a 

person’s written or spoken statement. 

Attendees will discover the techniques of critically examining the word choice, structure, and content of a person’s 

statement to determine: Truth or Deception? 

Research by experts in the fields of language, psychology and deception detection has led to the identification of these 

trends in language that are referred to as "linguistic signals". Using Forensic Statement Analysis (series of layered 

techniques) you will identify these linguistic signals that differentiate deceptive statements from truthful ones as your 

suspect subconsciously reveals information they did not intend for you to know. This course is very interactive with 

significant hands-on, statement analysis practice. This IS NOT Handwriting Analysis. 

2. Days 2-3: Advanced FSA: It’s all about the words…. More than just the nouns, verbs, and pronouns our writer 

uses; it is about critically examining WORDS and SENTENCES and does it READ correctly? Is it the Shortest and 

most Succinct way to say what needs to be said? Does is make SENSE? We will critically analyze and discuss some 

famous cases, along current affairs in the news, and produce an investigative report of our findings. 

3. Days 4-5: Investigative Interviewing Skills are your personal confirmation of truth or deception by means of body 

language, and micro expressions presented by the interviewee. By assessing their responses in regards to consistency 

relative to other areas of the investigation.   

This class is intended to give those tasked with interviewing persons, i.e. witnesses, suspects, or job applicants the 

knowledge, skills, and techniques to better read and assess that person. Enabling you to make a better, more informed 

decision as to their veracity.  .  Class critiques quote “Better than Reid”. 

These courses are beneficial to Investigators of ALL types: LE, Fire, Background, Private, Insurance, etc. 

This course is designed for those assigned to an investigative function  

but is very popular at the patrol level as well. 
 

Participants remark our courses are the “best they’ve ever attended, 
well prepared, presented, and structured.” 

 

You can register at: http://www.rickwhitehead.com or by calling 512.825.3821. 
 

We invite you to contact us to discuss how we may work together in equipping your personnel with 

invaluable life skills benefiting their department as well as the community they serve. 
 
 

Investigator Skills Package 
Forensic Statement Analysis (Basic & Advanced) 

Investigative Interviewing Skills    
Hosted by: The Parker County Sheriff’s Office 

Nov. 18 – 22, 2019   
 

1-FSA $189 2-AFSA & 3-Interviews $269 ea. or package & save. (1 w/ 2 or 3 is $399 & all 3 are $549)        

http://www.rickwhitehead.com/

